Weapons D6 / BR55HB SR Battle Rifle
BR55HB SR BATTLE RIFLE
The BR55HB SR Battle Rifle (commonly called the battle
rifle) is a UNSC infantry firearm and is a newer version of the
BR55 Battle Rifle.
Model: UNSC BR55HB SR Battle Rifle
Type: Upgraded bullpup battle rifle model
Scale: Character
Skill: Firearms: Rifle
Rate of Fire: Semiautomatic(1)/Burst
Fire Control: +1
Ammo: 36
Cost:
-Weapon: 1,675 cR
-Magazine: 55 cR
Availability: 2, R
Range: 1-100/230/475 (2x zoom, see below)
-Difficulty: Easy/Moderate/Difficult
Damage:
-Semiautomatic: 5D+1 (1 round)
-Burst: 6D+2 (3 rounds)
-Melee: Str+2 Physical (Blunt)
GAME NOTES:
-VARIANTS: There exist variant models of the battle rifle; one is a civilian model that only fires in
semiautomatic single-fire mode that costs 1,450 cR, as well as a fire-select model that has automatic fire
instead of burst mode (as seen in the Halo: Landfall video used for commercials of Halo 3), which costs
1,700 cR and has the BR55's standard range and scope, using the rules given for Autofire in the other
MA5 series assault rifles.
-MODIFICATIONS: Since this is supposed to be a different model of Battle Rifle, the Damage has been
slightly increased (+1 pip, shown above), and it has an increased Fire Control (+1, shown above) to show
enhancements for accuracy.
-HUD: When using a Heads Up Display (HUD) or Command Neural Interface (CNI) to work with the
BR55's electronics suite, the user gains a +1 to their skill when using the weapon. This stacks with any
other bonuses, such as modifications to the weapon to increase Fire Control, other equipment, etc.
These also display various information on the weapon, such as ammo count, targeting reticule,
overheating and other general relevant information.
-VS ENERGY SHIELDS: When used against energy shields, such as those used by the Covenant, the
Damage of most UNSC firearms is reduced by -1D in Semiautomatic, and automatic fire (below) only
gets half the stacking pip bonus from all bullets spent in Ammo Depletion (either "Sustained Fire' or
'Short, Controlled Bursts'). Specifically, Autofire will grant the +1D for the first extra bullet (as the Firelinking rules from Star Wars RPG Revised Edition), but then every TWO(2) bullets fired grants +1 pips.
This can still be damaging at close range, but beyond this, energy shields become a problem. Stronger

weapons may be required!
-SMART-LINK SCOPE (2x): This weapon has a smart-link scope built into its frame. It requires the use
of a Heads Up Display or Command Neural Interface to use it. This scope (which looks like a small
camera built into the body, or can be built into the scope) allows the user to see at twice the listed range
above, provided they spend an action to use the zoom function. If they want to zoom and fire the
weapon, these count as two actions, and the attack will be at -1D. If the GM requires the user to Search
for their target before firing, and they are still doing two actions, then the Search skill roll will also be -1D.
The scope can also be used by those with a HUD/CNI to look around corners with the weapon while the
user stays safely behind the corner.
-BURST: This weapon is designed to fire in semiautomatic or bursts of a preset number of rounds. The
burst acts similar to Autofire, stacking damage by the Fire-linking rules (WEG Star Wats RPG Revised
Edition), adding +1D damage from the first extra bullet, and every bullet after counts as +1 pip. In this
case, with a three-round burst, the damage is +1D+1 (6D+2).
---------DESIGN DETAILS
The BR55HB SR is a select-fire rifle that has been in service for over 27 years. The UNSC employs the
Battle Rifle as a medium-range marksman rifle; it fires new 9.5x40mm ammunition from a 36 round
magazine, which fits flush in the receiver. The magazine housing is built directly into the underside of the
stock of the rifle and is located behind the grip. This titanium alloy weapon is gas-operated with a rotating
bolt and therefore must be charged before the first round can be fired. The charging handle used to
chamber the round is located on the left side of the weapon and does not move during operation, but is
pushed back during reloading. The rifle has a housed magazine in the stock. The ejection port is located
on the right side of the weapon. The BR55HB SR, has noticeable changes from the BR55. It has a longer
barrel for increased range and accuracy. It is also fitted with Trijicon ACOG-style optics on a modified
handle and now also has a trigger guard. The safety is also located above the handle of the weapon.
It is never stated exactly what the maximum effective range of the BR55HB SR is. The MA5C Assault
Rifle, which was described as most suited for short to medium range, as opposed to the Battle Rifle's mid
to long, has a maximum effective range of 300 meters and the Covenant Carbine, which is similar in use
with the Battle Rifle, has a maximum range of 600 meters. It is stated that the Battle rifle could reach up
to 900 meters with deadly accuracy; however, that may have been due to the design of the prototype
Battle Rifle, deployed in 2524, the field issued Battle Rifle may not have that type of range.
AMMUNITION
The BR55HB SR uses a 9.5x40mm M634 X-HP-SAP. Even when fired in three-round bursts, the round
produces little recoil resulting in nearly no muzzle lift. The rifle's ammo is more effective against both
shielded and unshielded Covenant infantry than the 7.62x51mm NATO used in the MA5C Assault Rifle,
as the increased accuracy leads to an increased amount of headshot the marksman can place on a
target, and the increased kinetic energy of the round leads to faster shield depletion and increased
damage to unshielded enemies.
ADVANTAGES
The BR55HB SR has reasonably high power, a decent rate of fire, and high accuracy with its 2x
magnification scope. Its range is its primary advantage, allowing the rifleman to engage at longer ranges
by leading shots. The BR55HB SR has a slightly lower recoil than its BR55 predecessor and has less
muzzle flash, although the rounds fired are still visible in the air; the rifle's updated design also boosts
range and accuracy, increasing the effectiveness of the 9.5mm rounds it fires. The scope of the BR55HB

SR allows a skilled marksman to easily take down an unshielded target from medium range, making the
battle rifle the best alternative to the high powered sniper rifle system that the UNSC provides for its
marksmen.
DISADVANTAGES
Attempting to engage a target at longer ranges requires more rounds and less movement as the rounds
become inaccurate over longer ranges, while in close quarters combat it is fairly surpassed by the
Covenant Carbine in terms of killing the opponent quickly with a headshot. Furthermore, its magazine
can be depleted rather quickly. The weapon requires a good amount of skill in order to use it. The user
must have an understanding of how the weapon works, and what to do with it when a situation arises.
Each bullet fired from the weapon can act as a tracer, and can give away the shooter's position, putting
him at risk of return fire. While effective at long range against light or unshielded targets, the BR55HB's
performance against shielded infantry at close range is extremely challenging; the BR55HB, while still
very effective, is not the weapon of choice at close range because of its design, and the fact that it can be
easily overpowered by the Shotgun and Energy Sword.
INFLUENCES
The most obvious inspiration for the shape and design of this rifle is the French-made FAMAS assault
rifle. They are externally nearly identical in design, featuring a bullpup configuration (the magazine and
receiver behind the trigger) and a skeletonized carry handle. However, the FAMAS is an assault rifle,
firing a 5.56 x 45mm intermediate round, and the BR55HB SR is a battle rifle, firing a 9.5 x 40mm round
(which would never be used in this kind of weapon; the round is used for elephant hunting).
Another key inspiration for the BR series was the German-manufactured G36 line, particularly in the
area around the carry handle and rail system. In its handguard, it also bears influence from another
German design, the XM8 which was derived from the G36 and was slated to become the new standard
service rifle for the United States military prior to its cancellation.
TACTICS
An important thing to note is that the BR55HB SR can be used to great effect at medium to long range.
The trick with making the Battle Rifle effective at long range is minimizing the operator's side-to-side
movement. Strafing while firing greatly decreases the efficiency of the rifle. Additionally, while firing at a
moving target it is important to aim in front of the target, especially when the target is moving
perpendicular to the aim of the rifleman.
TRIVIA
-The "HB" most likely is an acronym standing for "Heavy Barrel", which indicates a heavier barrel used to
slow the increase in temperature as the weapon is fired. "SR" probably stands for "Scoped Rifle" or
"Service Rifle."
-Sometimes the Battle Rifle will have one or two extra rounds, causing a half burst. This is caused by
retrieving ammunition from a Marine A.I. This can also be achieved if fired and simultaneously meleeing.
The weapon would have fired one round, and the melee would have cut off the other two.
-The Marathon symbol is located on the gun's left side, to the left of the ammunition counter display and
roughly above the trigger guard and on the stock.
-WETA Studiosmade a replica Battle Rifle, along with a Magnum, Sniper Rifle, Carbine, Gravity Hammer,
Spike Grenade, Rocket Launcher, and Plasma Pistol to use in the currently "on hold" Halo film.
-The Battle Rifle, along with the M6G, Elite Plasma Rifle, Energy Sword, M7 SMG, and Sentinel Beam,
do not return in Halo 3: ODST; the Battle Rifle, however, makes a small cameo in the level, NMPD HQ. It

is gameplay-wise replaced by the M6C/SOCOM.
-In Halo: Landfall, a Marine can be seen using a full-auto feature, even though this is not included in any
of the games
CHANGES FROM THE BR55 IN HALO 2
-Modified optical rail
-New Trijicon ACOG-style scope
-New trigger guard
-Longer barrel
-New reloading animation
-Less aim-assist/magnetism, harder to aim
-Slightly different firing sound
-Slightly lower rate of fire
-Decreased accuracy/greater spread
-Slower rounds - no instant hit, so leading shots are needed from longer range
OTHER INFO
Technical Specifications:
-Model: Miriah Armory BR55HB SR Battle Rifle
-Type: Bullpup battle rifle
-Size: (Hand-held, Two-handed)
--Length: 89.9cm/35.4"
--Height: 21.2cm/8.3" (without scope)
--Weight: 8.378 lbs
-Damage Per Hit: Medium against shielded enemies; Medium-high against flesh; Overall damage,
medium to high
-Magazine Size: 36 rounds
-Maximum Ammunition: 144 rounds/4 magazines
-Fire Mode: Semiautomatic (sengle shot), Burst (3 rounds), Automatic
-Ammunition Type: 9.5x40mm KURZ/.374 caliber rounds
-Operation: Short-stroke, Gas-operated, Rotating-bolt
-Rate of Fire: Average, 2.4 bursts per second, 900 rounds per minute
-Accuracy: High
-Medium to Long (950 meters)
-Eras: Human-Covenant War
-Affiliation: United Nations Space Command
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